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PRESIDENT’S REPORT March 2014
Hi All,

Don’t forget the March General meeting will be at
Getaway Outdoors, 1163 Albany Highway in Bentley
starting at 7 pm.
The owner, Glen, has kindly offered 20% off storewide for the meeting
night, (with the usual exclusions such as items already on sale, fridges/
electronics etc).
He has organised for a couple of manufacturers reps to come along to
tell us about their products. One is from Black Stump Instant Tents,
which are popular with our members, and these tents now have upgraded HD frames. The other is from Coleman which is another popular
brand that most people would have.
The store will be kept open from 5.30pm so if people want do some
shopping before the meeting.
On Thursday 6th March at 7:25 outdoors at the Perth Culture Centre
Screen (which is next to State Reference Library in James Street) there
will be a public screening of the short film Helena and Aurora Range
Bungalbin "jewel in the crown".
This is aimed to raise public awareness about how the Helena and
Aurora Range is the 'jewel in the crown' of the Great Western Woodlands which is the largest intact temperate woodland left on Earth. This
is under the threat of mining as Polaris Metals Ptd have now submitted a
full mining (and haul road) proposal to the Environmental Protection Authority (EPA).
The club has been out there a number of times and everyone has been
impressed by the area and it may be a chance for us to show our support. If going please wear your club shirt.
Many thanks to Rob Herridge for an entertaining talk about his adventures in the Australasian Safari and what he has done to his Forester.
We look forward to his continued success.
Regards, David
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!!!!!!ATTENTION!!!!!!
SPECIAL CHANGE OF VENUE
GENERAL MEETING MARCH 11TH
TO BE HELD AT:

GETAWAY OUTDOORS BENTLEY
STARTING AT 7PM
1163 ALBANY HIGHWAY BENTLEY
OPPOSITE BENTLEY PLAZA
TRIP CO-ORDINATORS REPORT March 2014
Hi All
Western Wanders and the Subi Grub Crawl are on for the Easter
long weekend. Both are not full and are looking for people. So if
you’re looking to have a look around the western-most point in Australia, or getting your hands on some great food and wine, put your
names down. If there is no interest in the Grub Crawl trip before the
end of March I’m going to have to cancel this trip.
The GFC round 3 is happening on the May/June long weekend. All
those keen fishers should put their names down quick. Last year
was an adventure to say the least, this year should have a few good
yarns to come out of it as well.
Ian is taking people out to the remote desert. Not in a Wolf Creek
way but a good one. Breakaway Getaway and Vistas Al Desierto
are running from the 19th of July and the 12th of August respectively.
Make sure to have a look on the website for the details for these
trips. There is a car limit and special conditions for those who want
to go along.
See you all out there!
Trav.
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TRIP PROMOTIONS/INFORMATION

MUNDARING TRIFECTA! 17TH MAY
JUST PICK ONE, TWO, OR ALL THREE TRIPS
MUNDARING STATE FOREST - DAY TRIP
This Mundaring State Forest track has it all, bog holes
(& chicken tracks), steep hill climbs up rocky tracks, obstacles,
mud runs, great views and a good lunch spot at a small water
fall/stream.
MUNDARING WEIR DINNER ~ 4 .30 TO 7 PM
Head to the Mundaring Weir for a family friendly BBQ picnic
dinner to relax after exploring through the Mundaring Forest.
MUNDARING POWERLINES- TWILIGHT EDITION 7PM
Come along for a Mundaring Powerlines Night run, along the
harder stretch from the water tanks out to Flynn Rd - Raised
Vehicles and Experienced Drivers Only.
Contact Adrian (0424723558) or join the trip on the website.
Join any trip on the website or contact Adrian: 0424723558

http://wazoologist.blogspot.com.au
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BURNS BEACH CAFE BREAKFAST
SUNDAY MARCH 16TH
Early morning snorkel or walk along the beach. There
is an excellent walk/cycle path through native coastal
heath with panoramic ocean views. Or just enjoy a
delicious 9.30 am breakfast at the Cafe.
You need to book on
9304 8080.
Details are on the webpage or call Travis on
0422 815 737.

CANNING KAYAK SUNDAY APRIL 6TH
(Lo Quay Cafe)
What better way to start a Sunday than a nice brekky you haven't had
to cook yourself and a paddle on the river.
After breakfast, we will throw some kayaks into the river for a paddle.
We can do a trip up the river or go around in circles. I have managed
to get a trailer of kayaks to borrow for the morning.
Bring lifejackets if you have them.
Lo Quay Cafe address is 215 Fern
Road Wilson.
A table has been booked for 8 am.
Join the trip on the website or call Jo
on 6468-2774.
Photo: Kyong Goh
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TRIP PROMOTIONS/INFORMATION
GNANGARA PINES LOOP DE LOOP
SUNDAY 30TH MARCH
Join us for a lap of the Gnangara Pine Plantation where we
will be targeting 3 of the main super soft sandy areas, including 'Skate Park' and 'The Bowl'.
This is an excellent opportunity to gain sand-driving
skills with the support of experienced drivers.
It may be hot, bring plenty of drinking water, hat, sunscreen, etc., plus morning
tea & lunch. Wear appropriate clothing and enclosed shoes.
Equipment: bring a spade
or shovel, air compressor
& tyre gauge, recovery
gear, maxtrax (if you have
them, otherwise Club
members do).
Bogometer: chance of
bog in sand with light recovery needed; maybe
some digging with a push or snatch
Scratchometer: minimal chance of scratches
Puncturometer: moderate, lot of debris from rubbish dumping & sharp sticks; check spare tyre pressure
More information is available on the club website.
Contact Adrian (0424723558) or join the trip on the website.
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SUBI GRUB CRAWL: 18TH-21ST APRIL (EASTER)
Donnybrook, Manjimup, Nannup and Margaret River.
Staying at the the Nannup Caravan Park.
A totally self-indulgent long weekend. Chocolate, cheese,
wine and more! The Wine & Truffle Co., the Berry Farm,
Yahava Coffee, Vasse Virgin, the Venison Farm, the Chocolate Factory plus much, much more!!!
Don't miss out on this fantastic experience!
Contact Travis (0422 815 737) or join the trip on the website

as soon as possible .

WESTERN WANDERS 18-26 April 2014
A trip to the stunning scenery and coastline of the World Heritage Area
of Shark Bay, particularly Steep Point and Francois Peron National Park.
Over Easter and extending to Anzac Day, camping at Tamala Station.
The trip is limited to 16 vehicles (2 convoys of 8 vehicles). No dogs are
permitted in National Parks. See the website for further details.
Hurry- still some places left!.
Join the trip on the website or contact trip leaders Adrian (0424723558),
or David (0402177886).
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CLUB CALENDAR
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Sat 1st-Mon 3rd: Molloy Island
Mosey LWE p10
Tue 4th: Committee Meeting
Thurs 6th: Helena Aurora film
Tue 11th: General Meeting
Sun 16th: Burns Beach Cafe
Breakfast p9
Sun 30th: Gnangara Pines Loop
p10
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Tue 1st: Committee Meeting
Sun 6th: Canning Kayak: Lo
Quay Cafe p9
Tue 8th: General Meeting
Fri 18th-Sun 27th: Western
Wanders- Steep Point p11
Fri 18th-Mon 21st: Subi Grub
Crawl p11
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Tue 6th: Committee Meeting
Sun 4th: Day trip tba
3
Tue 13th: General Meeting
10 Sat 17th: Mundaring Trifecta
17 p 7
Sat 31st-Mon 2nd Jun: GFC-III
24
LWE
31
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June 2014
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Sun 1st-Mon 2nd: GFC-III LWE
7 Tue 3rd: Committee Meeting
Tue 10th: General Meeting
14 Sat14th-Sun 15th: Camp Oven
21 Cookout tba
Sat 28th: Social tba
28
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Tue 1st: Committee Meeting
BreakawayGetaway
Getaway
5th -19th: Breakaway
Tue 8th: General Meeting
Sun 13th: Day trip tba
Sat 26th-Sun27th: Boxing Day
in July tba

SCHOOL AND PUBLIC HOLIDAYS
School Holidays: April 12-27, July 5-20, Sept 27-Oct 12
Public holidays: Mar 3, Apr 18 & 21 (Easter), Apr 25, Jun 2, Sep 30,
Potential members are most welcome to come along on any Club
activities before joining. Please phone the Trip Leader for further
information.
Register with the trip leader if you are wanting to join a trip or social.
Also contact the trip leader if you have to cancel, as we don’t want to
wait for someone who does not turn up!
Some trips are ideas only and may be subject to change. Some of the
later trips need trip leaders – volunteers please.
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TRIP & SOCIAL REPORTS
Lazy Leeuwin-Naturaliste Day 3
It had been a bit cooler overnight with most of us ending up in our
sleeping bags and the possums had been active again going
through whatever the other campers left out
overnight.
We were all up by 7:30 and had a leisurely
breakfast and pack up leaving about 9:00.
We took the south road out as the northern
one was a bit rockier and headed north up
caves road to our first stop at Canal Rocks.
We had a climb up the rocks for a great view of the bay and ocean
and then we went along the boardwalk to view the canal between
the rocks and waterfalls caused by waves breaking and running over
the rocks. We had a quick bite of morning tea before heading off
again and we decided to bypass Yallingup and carried on to Sugar
Loaf Rock.
On the walk from the car
park to the lookout we
saw a pod of 6 or 7 dolphins which stayed in the
same area for quite a
while.
Josan was keen to spot the endangered Red Tailed Tropic Bird as a
few pairs breed on Sugarloaf Rock. Unfortunately she didn’t have
any luck.
Then a short drive to Cape Naturaliste and we stopped at the lighthouse but decided not to go in. Tony went to get a photo and Josan
went for a walk to the whale watching lookout and David and Tony
joined her, after we found out where she went. The walk was a bit
further than we thought at 1.3 kilometres but worth it with good
views to the north from a couple of platforms. Apparently humpbacks and southern right whales are the most commonly sighted
species, although enormous blue whales are also regularly spotted
and we talked about how good it would be to do a trip when they are
present. All we managed to see was a seal lazing on the rocks.
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We joined the masses and went into Dunsborough for lunch as we
were keen to try out the bakery which has a name for itself.
We stopped for a break and some fuel at Binningup and Josan left
us on the way home at Lake McLarty where she did manage to see
the Red-throated Pipit which is a rare vagrant to Australia with only a
few recorded sightings. David & Jason

Sandy Seabird Soiree Sunday 9th February
The last few years have seen a
pleasing change in the age of
participants which augers well for
the continued success of the
club. The Sandy Seabird Soiree
was the perfect place for everyone of all ages to get some onthe-job experience.
We conked out 7/8ths up the last
dune so thanks to Adrian and
good CB comms for the quick rescue. It’s clear that low down torque
is more important than maximum power. We stopped as we ran out
of both - (2 litre+auto+rigid tyres). Another topic for the next campfire? Tyre width/profile/diameter?
We are firmly with an auto because our sand activities are rare (for
us). We find the greater advantage is when crawling very slowly over
obstacles - not easy without a useful low range in Subaru manual
models. Trips to the desert and bush are our great love where the
auto is excellent.
I don’t think I have ever been down to 10 psi, so the sand was indeed
very soft and floury. Playing with tyre pressures was the name of the
game but I noticed some large differences between gauge readings.
For this game an accurate and consistent gauge is essential.
We had a fun day and arrived home exhausted! A great adventure
with a chirpy bunch of people equals happy days. Well done to the
guests and newer members - we will all remember Adrian’s sand run
as a blast!
Regards Ian & Nina
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Seabird Soiree – A View From the Front
15 cars left on schedule for an uneventful drive to Seabird arriving
about 10 am. Here we deflated tyres to 20 psi which Adrian considered adequate to tackle the tracks until we reached the beach. The
group then headed south along a winding track parallel to the coast.
The track had alternating sandy and rocky sections to be taken
slowly avoiding tyre damage. In response to Adrian's radio call for a
trip report writer it was proposed that it should be provided by the first
car to be bogged. Shortly after Jo's car at the rear of the convoy was
stuck in softer than expected sand and the first reporter selected.
This set a pattern of cars in the rear becoming stuck at regular intervals resulting in those in the lead listening to radio chatter while waiting for others to catch up.
Eventually we turned east following the tracks before heading for the
beach to be confronted by a long steeper hill with sandy depressions
near the top. Adrian powered over this effortlessly and I tried right
behind but didn't have enough momentum to negotiate the softest
section just before the top. I backed off, let tyres down to 10 psi then
took the hill with no problems. The convoy spent some time here as
tyres were deflated (sometimes twice) and each car tackled the climb
with a gathering throng of successful drivers watching and recording
each attempt. Travis, who was waiting at the planned lunch stop,
made radio contact with Adrian to learn our arrival was likely to be
very much delayed.
We continued on as Adrian scouted ahead looking for a suitable entry point to the beach. The pattern of cars getting stuck briefly continued and by the time we entered the beach and found a spot for a
break it was well past midday. This
was scheduled to be a tea break but
by popular vote became an extended
lunch stop when Adrian put up his gazebo and the chairs came out. Some
enjoyed a swim, and I tried lure fishing as a south westerly breeze slowly
increased until it was quite strong.
The wind was too much for comfortPage 16
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able swimming or fishing but made kite flying by Phil and Souk's
children easy. It was an impressive kite in the form of a galleon with
multiple sails providing lift.
After lunch the intention to drive along the beach to Guilderton was
defeated by lack of dry beach to the south so we headed back into
the dunes to negotiate tracks past a small lighthouse to our intended
exit from the beach at the coastal boat ramp. This proved more difficult than expected with soft sand trapping cars leaving the beach
and some confusion in following the tracks around the lighthouse.
Five cars at the head of the convoy arrived at the boat ramp where
we met Travis who was expecting us much earlier for lunch. In response to pleas over the radio, Adrian and Tony R returned to help
recover cars having trouble leaving the beach while we pumped up
tyres. When the group had reassembled Adrian gave his debrief as
it was now 3 pm and some wished to head for home. Although the
trip may not have gone to plan it was an enjoyable day with good
learning and practice
opportunities.
Daniel B.

Lighthouse photo:
Phil & Souk T.
Other photos:
Daniel B.
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ADRIAN’S SUBARU TIPS
Sway bar links:
Members with lift kits on earlier model Foresters often don't use their rear sway bars
after the lift is installed as the links are
short, difficult to replace, and the suspension is strained. Later model Foresters
(2008-onwards), don’t have this problem
as the links are longer. However, I have discovered that you can use
the longer REAR SWAY BAR links from either the 00-2008 Outback,
or the 2008 onwards Forester, to replace the shorter REAR sway bar
links on the earlier 97-2007 Forester models. You may be able to get
the sway bar links from wreckers. Sway bars help to retain optimal
car geometry for on-road safety & stability but I often remove them for
better off-roading capabilities.

Tyres (or Tires):
Many club members replace their 17 inch factory wheel rims with 16
inch rims to fit higher profile (bigger aspect ratio number) tyres in the
wheel arch, for extra height. Unfortunately this usually means the
higher tyre will not fit into the spare tyre wheel-well.
I have found that the SH-SI model Forester (MY08 onwards) can use
235/60/16 size tyres to replace their 215/65/16 as they are virtually
the same rolling size, only about 1mm different, which is insignificant
due to tyre pressure variance and treadwear. So for people wanting a
wider safer tyre for the roads/highways and being able to leave their
normal spare tyre in the boot, this is a good option and would also
increase traction off-road.
(Note from Ian here: wider tyres for Subarus without turbos are not as
good in very soft sand as the sand mound they push up in front of
them is a wider obstacle and needs more power to get over)
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Subaru Hubs:
People with boats and camper trailers who want to have matching
wheels in trailers and universal spare tyres
can easily convert their hubs to a 5x100 PCD
(Subaru stud pattern from 1990 Liberty to
current day). Subaru hubs are available from
Martin’s Trailer Parts for less than $40/pair
(excludes Brumbies, L series, WRX STi,
BRZ, original MY wagons).

Low voltage cut-off devices for car fridges:
People running deep cycle batteries and fridges should install a programmable inline low voltage cut-off for battery safety and to ensure
that the fridge keeps running when the power is restored (mainly for
brands like Waeco, Evakool). Most fridge brands have a built-in,
automatic low voltage cut-out set to around 10.5V for protecting the
fridge compressor (the motor may burn out at low voltages).
The problem is that these are not auto-resetting so when the battery
volts go up, the fridge is still disabled from its low voltage protection.
Installing an inline low voltage cut off device, set to about 11.5V, will
disconnect power from the power source before the fridge does, and
when power is returned to an adequate voltage they re-engage, allowing the fridge to start back up automatically.
This is very important as sometimes hitting a small bump on the road
is enough to cause the standard cigarette lighter plug to pop out and
lose power, or even just enough for it to not get enough voltage
through, despite there still being a connection.
With a low voltage device and upgraded plug connection (eg Merit/
Anderson etc), there would be no power connection issues with the
fridge and your food & drinks won't get hot!
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TRIP & SOCIAL REPORTS
SEABIRD SOIREE - A VIEW FROM OUTBACK
I woke Sunday morning pumped and ready to go. I was very excited
to be the co-driver of a much loved Pest in the car group. I arrived at
Jo’s with our lunch packed and bag of snacks which, let’s be real,
could have fed a small third world country. Having no idea of what to
expect I was excited and a little nervous at the same time as the vehicle I was travelling in was, how to say this nicely, the least equipped of
them all. Arriving at the muster point, early, I was impressed to see
how many Subarus had come out to play. 15! That was impressive.
Our fearless leader, Adrian, gave a little speech on the do’s, don’ts
and how to’s, then we were off. My only job was to remember our convey number. Number 10. That’s us. I was excited. We had an official
number.
Arriving at Seabird we let down our tires – or so we thought – unraveled our flags and made our way along the track! To start with the going was, dare I say it, easy. The only concern was the rocks. Travelling along my unafraid driver was generalizing about her lack of 4WD
experience and that her car is not really designed for what we were
doing! Stock standard, off the factory floor, 4 cylinder with normal road
tires. Smidgen of doubt about my welfare now firmly planted in my
mind. Never-the-less we drove on. The lift kit she has purchased for
her vehicle makes a great water bottle holder on the front passenger
floor! At least I know my water bottle is safe. Heading down some
path out the back of beyond, it was getting a little tougher. The boggy
spots were more frequent and the track, generally tougher – well,
enough to raise my eyebrows, not enough to raise anyone else’s
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though. These Subarus were powering along like this was a warm-up,
and let me tell you it was.
The call came over the radio for a volunteer to write the Trip Report.
After the silence it was decided the first person bogged writes the report. Yes, literally 2 minutes later we were bogged half way up a
smallish hill. No tows needed, everyone jumped out of their cars and
pushed us out – I think they were talking about getting stuck due to
clearance..? That lift kit sure was doing a good job holding my water
bottle! None the less, this report was confidently ours. Second time
round, Jo’s foot firmly planted on the accelerator, we sailed up. Our
fearless leader Adrian was by now on his way to the next obstacle to
navigate – although I seriously doubt he would have called those obstacles.
This time getting bogged was for our rookie guest P plater, getting
bogged on top of the hill while heading round the corner. I am proud
to say, we sailed through and came whizzing out the other side. The
next obstacle was a rather large hill, with a not so straight track, add
some bog and holes, it made for an exciting ride. While were waiting
for our turn to tackle the ‘mountain’, on sound advice we were told to
let the tires down once more. Faulty air gauge! We’d been cruising
that track on 28 PSI. OOPS. PSI reduced, significantly. Rookie was
over, it was our turn. Brushing away the cupcake crumbs Jo steeled
herself and gave it some grunt to successfully climb the mountain. It
was a close call for our leader who scampered, after telling Jo to aim
for him!
Mountain 0. Jo 1. The next obstacle, round the corner had options.
Option 1 – easy track, although I suggested it, strongly, it was left unexplored.
Option 2 - a sharp rutted hill. Once again we sailed – or more
bumped, jumped and flew over this obstacle.
Hill 1. Jo 1. The inside tire guard remains on the hill as a memento of
our trip. Sliding down the hill to reach the beach my thought was
thank goodness we only have to go down that!
15 Subaru’s parked up on the beach is a magnificent sight. After
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something to eat and quick dip it was time to head home. I was looking
forward to the drive along the beach to Moore River. WRONG! We had
to get back up that sand slide. Now I was worried. Two foot deep sand
– and that was just the bottom of the sand dune.
After almost getting ‘unavoidably detained’ at the base Jo gave it a
good run up and we conked out half way up. Take 2. We almost made
it. Being so close to the top our fearless leader gave us a little helping
hand and towed us the extra 5 meters. The cruise back to the parking
lot was the easiest part of the day and the saddest. It was officially
over. Our fearless leader did a fantastic job. The people were wonderful
and I had a blast.
I am still amazed at what we made it through… and over… and up…
and down. Thank you, it was an awesome experience. Sophie P.
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